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ABSTRACT

Four cataloged y-ray bursts that occurred between 79/3/7 and
79/7/31 have been observed over the 3-10 keV range by a joint
NRL/Loa Alamos experiment on the Air Force P78-1 satellite. The
bursts were also well obqerved by members of the interplanetary
network. In this paper we present hardness ratios, X-ray/y-ray
luminosity ratios, and time histories. The most signlflc.nntrc~sults
presented herein can be summarized as follows: (1) Gamma-ray
bursters can emit fairly strongly at

Y
-ray ene g’iesnear the time of

-fthe y burst with ~/~ - .02 (LX-103 ergs a , 3-10 keV, ●ssuming
a distance of 1 kpc). (2) The centroid of the X-ray emission
generally lags the y-ray centroid, but there ig almo evidence for
one or more types of X-ray precursor●ctivity. The y-ray hardness
ratios were not highly variable for these particular events.
However, there is some evidence that the y-ray opectra ●oftened near
the ends of the burata when the X-ray/y-ray ratio. were high. (4)
The X-ray/y-ray power law number index during times of &he strongest
y-ray emission ranged from 0.8 to -1.1 for the four bursts. (5) The
X-ray tail of GB790307 probably can be modeled ●a the cooling of hot
plasma 8enerated during the y-ray burst. Simple versions of this
model can be used to estimate various ●ource parameter. These
eatimatea imply a distance of ● few hundred to ● few thousand pc.
(6) Mma-ray burctera probably do not produce ●vents similar to
“classical”X-ray burstn independentlyof the y-ray ●mission.

1. INTRODUCTION

Wr current incompleteunderstanding of y-ray b~rsters i- due
in larga part to ● lack of oboarvations ●: other than ~-ray ●nd very
hard X-tiD.ywave~cngths during the outbursts. The o tieml data baaa
conmi~ta of pooaibly thre

1!
●rchival ●ventc).101 The few X-ray

oboervationobelow -10 keV3- are ●ither ●ctually of down-scattered
y-ra:~ or ●ra compromised by poor time resolution, calibration
UnCQtrLaLIItl@8B long data gaps, or in~dequate characterizationof the
burst- ●t y-ray ●nergies. In this paper we present new 3-10 keV
ob-arvationsalone with 0,1-2 MeV observations of four gaama-ray
burst. that occurred in 1979 on March 7, March 25, May 4, ●:~dJuly
31. Although the X-ray oboerving conditionswere not tdeal due to
chsn8ing background ratee and incomplete temporal coverage, these



new low energy observations have fewer limitations than were
inherent in the previous work. Thus* the data presented here
significantly increase our knowledge of the behavior of y-ray
bursters outside the y-ray regime, and therefore should play a key
role in the eventual determinationof the correct y-ray burst model.

11. INSTRUMENTATION

The X-ray observations were performed by the NRL/Los Alamos
“X+MON”experiment on the USAF P78-I satellite which was launched
into a 6!?0 km near-polar orbit on Feb. 24, 1979. The OSO-type
satellite ~nsista of a sun-pointing“sail” and a “wheel” that epina
with a 5,5i0.1 s period. XNON ie a wheel experiment consisting o
two cross:d-field-of-view proportional countere. Each 100 cmi

detector has a 3°x300 FWNM aperture centered 50° from the spacecraft
spin &xIs, which la inclined 6° to the equatorial plane and
precesses with a one year period. This geometry results in -25% sky
coverage integrated over ● spacecraft spin period, and -90% coverage
in the course of a yehr. At no time can solar X-rays directly enter
the detector apertures, but a ❑inor penalty for this arrangement is
a lack of coverage near the celestial poles. A eource observation
consists of a “snapshot” each spacecraft rotation. This results in
● selection effect in favor of sources that emit strongly for longer
than -5 s.

The proportionalcounters ara constructed in two layer-, with
charged particle rejection derived by noting coincidencesbetween
the layers and between adjacent anode wires in the ~ront layer. The
nominal 3“J1OkaV ener8y range of the instrument is determined ●t the
low end primarily by the .010 inch Be entrance window, and at the
upper end by a level-discriminator●nd the 4.6 mg rm‘2 thickness of
tt,e Ar/CO counter gas.

i
Inflight●nergy calibration is provided hy

Fe-55 ra Ioactive sources that ●ra periodicallyrotated into the
detector fieldt-of-vitwby command.

The X?IONscientific data strtam is nomally comprised of 64 ms
accumulations covering the 3-6 and 6-10 keV ranges for the two
counte:s. Mditionall,yothere exists ● special “fast” data mode
used -7% of the time, whereby 32 ms resolution is obtained ●t the
●xpense of the 6-10 keV channela. Certain housekeeping data arc
t~lemeteredWth 2 t resolution. One of the housekeeping channelo -
namely, the >10 kaV rate - is of some scientific value for the y
burst observation.

The y-ray observations presmted in this paper war. carried out
by the Pioneer Venue Orbitar

?
mma-Ray ButistDatuctor (PVO), which

hao been described pravlously.

111. OBSERVATIONS

Concurrent XMON data ●nd PVO data covering March through
Mc@mbar of 1979 are in hand ●t LOiY Alamou. Mring

‘h’” ‘er$!lltharm occurred 45 y burnts for which locations hava been derived.
This particulardata set is ●opacially ●man~ble to XMIN ●nalysia



because: (1) the known locationsenable one almost immediatelyto
eliminate from further consideration-85% of the events8 which are
either earth-blocked or otherwise out of the XNON field of view.
(2) The cataloged locationa can be compared with independently
derived XMON locations to convincinglyestablf,ehtht associationof
observedXMON bursts with the y burster. (3) S’.nce many of the
cataloged events were observed only by interplanetaryspacecraft,a
location 1s needed to temporallyalign the X-ray and y-ray data
records. For these reasons, the X-ray results presented herein ●re
dorived from an examinationof XMON data only at times of y-ray
bu,rstshaving known locations. (A search involving the remainder of
the y b\wst data base is underway.)

Of the 45 localized bursts, it was determined that eight were
probably In the X?IONfield-of-viewduring a time period when XNON
data were available. Fsur of these events were positivelydetected,
and the results are summarizedin Table 7 and presented f.ndetail
below. Upper limlte for the other four bursts cannot be stated
qusntltatlvely due to changing background rates combined with
uncertaintiesin source location (hence exposure) and X-ra

3“
time

history. Qualitatively, these limits ara in tha 1036 - 1(I‘ ergs
*-1 range, assuming a distance of 1 kpe. In the interestof brevity
we will proceed directly to description of the observed events,
leaving the discussion of two important observational matters -
namely, our methods of dealing with the changing background rate of
a polar-orbitingexperiment●nd the response of our detectors to >10
keV photonm - to ● future paper.

(a) CB790307

Due tc Itm high fluance, this burst wan detected by ●t Ie&st
eight y-ray instruments. At those energies the ●vent is
chsractarlzed b ● long und irregular time history ●nd ● lack of
fast structure.~iThe location of this ●vent wma naar the center of
the XMON field-of-view,●nd the burst fortultoualyoccurred during a
tiresperiod when the XMON background counting rate was ●specially
stable. None of the other detections w~re carried out under such
favorable circumstances. Flfijurala shows superimposed X-ray ●nd
Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO) y-ray time hlstorief. Each Xl-raypoint
is the sum of two +.1 ● “snapshots” taken by the two XMON

TABLE I

(Wmta-Ray burst Fluences

Burst >30 keV ~-rays
(ergs cm-2)

3-::r:;vc:l+;Ys

790307 3.2 X 104’ 3.1 x 10-6
79032$ 8.7 x !0-$ 300 x 10-~
790504 103 x 10-5 206 x 10-~
79(’)731 9.7 x 10-5 i.5 x 10-6
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Figur@ 1. (a) X-ray ●nd y-ray Overall Tim@ Historias of GB 799307.
The v-ray data points (filled circle.) ●re XMON “snapshot.” obtained
once per 8pacecrnft rotation. The energy ranga 10 3-10 kev. The
y-ray data (histogram)are from the Pioneer Venus Orbiter >190 k@/
real-time data rucord. (b) Detailed PVO y-ray time history
(histogram), y-ray hardness ratio (error bara), ●nd unnormalizod
X-ray data (fillmd circles). The hardneoc ratio uses channel adgts
at O.i, 0.2, and 2.0 MeV.



proportionalcounters at times differing by 0.12 a. The obvious
features of the X-ray emission are its intensity,long duration, and
time lag relative to the y-rays.

?
ss obvious, but also reasonably

certain (chance probability5 x 10- ) is that the X-rays “twned on”
-10 s before the y-ray onset. (This is not a detection threshold
effect, because the X-ray snd y--raysensitivitieswere compara~le,)
Another possible feature (chance probabilityper bin of 1.2 x 10-3)
is a short, isolated X-ray precursor -25 s before the start of the
y’s. This particulardata point is the only one to show possible
variability (-90% confidence)on time scales as snort as the 0.12 s
separation of the observationsby the two proportionalcounters.

The X-ray observationof GB790307was of sufficient sensitivity
to allow a meaningful, though rudiinentaryspectral analysis. FiCure
lb shows the detailed y-ray time history (histogram), the y-ray
hardness ratio (error bara) and the 3-10 keV data (filled circles).
The hardnesa ratio uses chaimel edges at 0.1, 0.2 and 2 MeV, und for
display purposes is defi~ed in such a way that at zero source
strength the sensitivityto spectral change becomes zero, hut the
error bars remain finite. It can be seen that the y-ray spectrum
shows little variability,except possibly for a softening trend
during times of high X-ray/y-ray ratio. Table II d:splaye
additional GB790307 spectral informationdivided into time blocks
based on the y-ray eralsalon,but not more finely subdivided due to
statisticalconsiderations. The quantity a is the X-ray power law
index based solely on the XMON (6-10)/(3-6YkeV hardness ratio; a
Is derived from the 3-10keV XMON data and the PVO 200-500 k~
channel; a is calculated from the > 200 keV PVO y-ray spectral
data. For ~tatlstical reasons,we used PVO accumulations-2 s wide
centered on the X-ray pvlcta, provided that the overall PVO rate was

TABLE 11

GB790307 Spectral Indices

X-ray ax %y aY

Data points”
1+2 001 t 1.1 >1.6 --

@reY )
I+2+P 0.55 t 0.95 -.6 -.

P
re-y)
3+5 * 5 k 0.42 * 0.1 107 i o*l-

istron~-y)
●

+7+E ● 3 * 0.34 1● 1 * ().1 1● t O*2
weak-Y)
through 14 1● t 0.64 >106 -.

(post-y)

*X-ray data point 1 appeara in Fig. la ●t To + 83 ● . Point 7 is
the highest X-ray point. The possible X-ray precursor ie labelled
“P”.



well behaved during the entire 2 s. The Konus data,10 though
extending to lower energies, cannot be used to determine a.
because the spectral accumulationtime intervalsgenerally ;Je”rn>
specified in the various F@zets et al. publications. Table 11 shows.—
that during the time of strong y emission, the X-ray spectrum Is
hard and lies near a smooth extrapolationof the y-ray spectrum,
assuming a gradual slope change. A more pronouncedslope change is
evident in the spectrum taken during the weak-y time period.
Evidence for X-ray spectral variability Is marginal, but a softening
does appear to have occurred (~90% confidence)during the post-y
phase of this event.

(b) GB790325

The X-ray observation of this y-ray Lurst was cor~promisedby a
chanbing background rate and by a relativelylower - 0.5 on the
detector response function - exposure to the source. Figure 2a
shows the X-ray and y-ray time histories of GB790325. Like
GB790307, the burst 1s long and irregular,but it contained nne well
defined peak with faster structure (see Fig. 2b). The X-rays
appear to bracket, and possibly slightly lag the y’s, but due to
countirhgstatistics the location of the X-ray centroid is uncertain.
Again, we see evidence (chance probabilityper bin ~1.4 x lf)-3) for
an isolated precursor, this time N60 9 before the y-ray onset. A
possibly unique feature of GB790325 is ‘the very high X-ray point
near the end of the y-rey burst. Relative to the y’s, the point Is
a factor of 4 nigher thsn the highest X-ray point Been during
GB790307, and could be described as an X-ray “burst” that occurred
independentlyof any imp~rtant variations In the y-ray emission. It
does coincide with a broad minor peak in the y-ray time history (the
arrow in Fig. 2b), but that peak appears undistlngulshed,

me to poor counting statisticswe can say little about the
X-ray spectrum of GB790325, other than that it is not obviously
different from the GB790307 speccrum, even during the X-ray spike.
Except during that spike ax s 0.9, no the two events are also very
similar in this respect. Du~ing the high X-ray point, we obtain ~y
~ 1.4.

(C) GB790504

This event, at --1.3x 10-5 ergs cm-2 was the weakest (and
shortest) of the four y-ray bursts observed ~F X-ray emergf*@, The
event was initially detected only by the ?Conusexperiment, but
subsequent examination of the PVO and ISEE-3 real-time data records
(as opposed to triggered responeee) also revealed the event. The
X-ray fluence was elmllarly low, au can be uem from Fig. 3. This
was the only event of the four that ●hewed no evidence for X-my
activity either ●ignlficantly before or after the y-ray burst,
However, if this event had an isolated precursor comparable to those
poss:bly associated with GB790307 ●nd Gf179f)325,it would not have
been detected, Due to poor etutiaticn,X-ray epectral information
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Figure 2. Similar to Fig. 1, but for CB790325. IF (b) instead
of OhOwing the X-ray data point. we have drawn ●n ●rrow ●t the
position of the highest X-ray point.
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Figure 3. Same as Fi&. l(a), but for GB 790504. Statistical
coneideratlonspreclude showing a y-ray hardness ratio.

1s essentially nonexistent. Comparing CB790307 and GB790504
X-ray/y-ray ratio~, we obtain axy # 0.8 for this event also.

This burst
weaker version
compromised due

(d) GB790731

was also lon8 and irre8ular, appearin8 to be a
of GB790307. The X-ray observation was severely
to a combination of unfavorable circumstance: The.

background rate waairapidly varying, the exposure to the source was
only 0.35 of maximum, proximity to the Crab Nebula rendered half of
the data unusable, and no 6-10 keV data were obtained due to the
instrumentbeing in the “fast” telemetrymode. Even s0, it is clear
from Fi8. 4a that the X-ray~ lag the y’m, and that there 10 a
pracurmor candidate (chance probabilitype bin 57 x 10-3) -35 e
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Figure 4. Similar to Fig. 1, but for GB 790731. The y-ray
data are from the UCB/Los Alemos experiment on ISEE-3. The hardness
ratio uses channel edges at 72, 136, and 328 keV. The ~-ray rate ie
actually a 3-6 keV rate aormallzed to the 3-10 keV band according to
the average X-ray hardness ratio observed for GB790307.



before the y-ray turn-on. Due to a fortuitoussource location, we
were able to search for this precursor at energies above “5 kev in
the data record from the UCB/Los A2amos ISEE-3 experiment.
Frustratingly,we failed to confirm the XMON precursor,but instead
observed two a~ditional unconfirmed sharp precursor candidates
within -5 seconds of the one for which we were searching. It is
possible that some sort of flickering 5s occurring. Although the
statistics are poor, thi~ y-ray burster appears to have been a
strong X-ray emitter in the latter half of the y-rzy event.
Rulative to the y’s, the late X-ray emission is at least as intense

,and may be several times as intense - as that from GB79(9307.
Also, the y-ray spectrum appears to have gradually softened.
Unfortunately, quantitative information about ax during the
strong-y perioc!cannot be reliably extracted from thes~ data.

IV. DISCUSSION

The observations presentedherein reveal y-ray burster emission
characteristics which affect existing models and whf.chmust be
addressed in future modeling efforts. As discussed below, these
characteristics involve the interplay of temporal and spectral
information. Our discussion will emphasize the GB790307
observation,since those data are the most definitive.

The X-ray and y-ray time histories for three of the events do
not track one another closely, nor do they seem trivially
interrelated, such as by a temperaturechange. Support for this
statement stems from the GB790325 X-ray “burst” and from the
complicated evolution of the GB790307 spectral indices and
X-ray/y-ray luminosity ratio. However, the post-y phase of GB790307
dots seem compatible with simple cooling (i.e., no further energy
input) on time scales of tens of seconds. Un~er this assumption, it
is feasible, usfng only simple concepts, to explore a range of
possibilitiesfor the emitting region. At one end of this range is
the notion - supported by the appare-ttlysoft post-y X-ray spectrum
- of a large, optically thin “fireball” that was generated during
the energetic part of the event. At the other extreme is the idea -
motivated by but not necessarily limited to, thermonuclear burning
models (e.g., Ref. 12) and also compatiblewith the observations-
of a residual blackbody-emitting hot spot on the surface of a
neutron star. In the following paragraphswe present scenarios for
GB 790307 based on the two differelit sets of assumptions.
Calculationaldetails will appear in a future longer paper. We wish
to stress that we are not attempting tc determine whether or not
particular models are compatible with the X-ray data. In our view,
all of the models are still evolving rapidly eno~lghto make such a
determination impossible.

According to the “fireball” scenario, an energy supply (e.g.,
nuclear burning, neutron star reconfiguring,asteroid impact, etc.)
becomes available over a time period comparable to the duration of
the resulting y-ray emission. Some of this energy is converted into
x- and y-rays, with efficienciesdepending on the configurationof
the source region. The observed intensities depend on the



efficienciesantithe source orientation,all of which can change to
ttme scales that are short compared to the energy deposition time
scale. Thus, rapid and complex variability wI1l often be observed.
Initially, the energy deposition region is small.,but i:..ernal
pressures overcome the confining forces and cause an expansion,
resulting after several seconds in a volume of hot, thinning plasma.
The long duration of the X-ray tail indicates that the expansion
does not proceed freely. Our calculationsshow that shortly after
the energy source turns off (or decouples) the plasma cloud
(assuming solar abundances)has a density of 2 x 1013 cm-3, a radius
Of 2.4 lt. sec., and a mass of 3 x 10-11 solar masses. The
inferred average expansion velocity during the energy deposltiun
period is -0.06 c. The calculated fireball luminosityof 8 x 1036

ergs s‘1 implies a distance of 1.3 kpc. The integratedy-ray energy
is 6 x 1040 ergs. AI.1of these numbers are rather sensitive to the
assumed optical depth to electron scattering,in this case unity.
If we allow any optical depth between 0.3and 3 (consistentwith the
spectral information and reasonable expansion velocities) the
distance estimate ranges from -250 PC to 7 kpc. The estimate scales
linearly with the assumed average atomic number of the plasma.

The “hot spot” scenario begins similarly, but assumes a
confining force strong enough to prevent the formation of a
fireball. Based on the X-ray data and the thermonuclearburning
model, it is reasonable to assume a 2 keV blackbody source having a
surface of -1 km2. This model obtains a cooling time ~50 s (also
compatible with the data) determined by conduction within the
neutron star. Under this aet of assumptions the obs~rved X-ray
flux impliee a “hot spot” lundnosityof 2 x 1033 ergs S-l find a
distance of 220 pc. The integratedy-ray luminosity is 2 x 1C39
ergs. In contrast to the fireballmodel, the distance estimate is
within about a factor of three of being an upper limit.

These scenarios, though apparently self-consistentand somewhat
useful as distance and energy indicators,sav unsatisfyingly little
about the key questions - namely, “What is the ener~y source?” and
“What is the y-ray productionmechanism?” Conceivably,some insight
regarding the first question can be obtained from the X-ray
precursors possibly associated with 3 of the 4 events. If they are
real, they might imply a “trigger” 10’s of seconds or more before
the y-ray onset, with energy transport at two different velocities
or :0 two separate emission regions. In either case, the
Implication is an energy source at some distance from the site of
energy deposition. It would be natural to invoke diffusion as the
transport mechanism becauae the transport and energy deposition
times seem to be approximatelyequal. Clearly, X-ray measurements
with higher sensitivityand more complete temporal coverage are
needed, as are theoretical calculations of the spectral shapes
expected for realistic emission mechanisms.

A f%fialpoint is that prior to this study, the entire XMON data
base had been searched for “classical” X-ray bursts, and no
convincing high-Galactic-latitudeevents were seen. The four y
bursts dcscrtbed in this paper escaped detection primarily because a
“global” search cannot be as sensitive as one undertaken only at



diocrete pointe in tfme, particularly for a satellite In a pOlar
orbit. Also, GB790307 was missed because of its long duration
relative to the events being searched for. Nonetheless,it can be
inferred from this negative result that y-ray bursters prokably do
not often produce X-ray bursts (5-30 s duration, Intennity ~ 0.5
Crab Nebulas) independentof the y-ray emission.
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